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DISCLAIMER
Every effort has been made to accurately represent this product and its
potential. Even though this industry is one of the few where one can write
their own check in terms of earnings, there is no guarantee that you will
earn any money using the techniques and ideas in these materials.
Examples in these materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or
guarantee of earnings. Earning potential is entirely dependent on the
person using our products, ideas and techniques. We do not purport this as
a ‘get rich scheme’.
Any claims made of actual earnings or examples of actual results can be
verified upon request. Your level of success in attaining the results claimed
in our materials depends on the time you devote to the program, ideas and
techniques mentioned, your finances, knowledge and various skills. Since
these factors differ according to individuals, we cannot guarantee your
success or income level. Nor are we responsible for any of your actions.
Materials in our product and our website may contain information that
includes or is based upon forward‐looking statements within the meaning
of the Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward‐looking
statements give our expectations or forecasts of future events. You can
identify these statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly to
historical or current facts. They use words such as ‘anticipate’, ‘estimate’,
‘expect’, ‘project’, ‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘believe’, and other words and terms of
similar meaning in connection with a description of potential earnings or
financial performance.
Any and all forward‐looking statements here or on any of our sales
material are intended to express our opinion of earnings potential. Many
factors will be important in determining your actual results and no
guarantees are made that you will achieve results similar to ours or
anybody else’s, in fact, no guarantees are made that you will achieve any
results from our ideas and techniques in our materials.
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Money Talks
Above all things else, money may be the one thing that keeps most people’s
minds busy to an extent that no other thing in life equals.
Heck, the whole reason you came to my website is because you want to make
more money!
And not surprisingly…
In fact, when an arbitrary person would be asked what his or her greatest
desire would be, chances are that he or she would answer with the expression
of the wish to possess large amounts of money.
When an arbitrary person would be asked about the one thing that lacks in his
or her life, or the one thing in terms of which life falls short, the answer would
generally be ‘money’.
Yes, the age‐old adage of ‘money makes the world go round’ has never been
more appropriate than it is today. Or so it appears…
Despite the important role that money appears to play in our experience, few
people are aware of the true nature of money. In fact, most people hardly
know what money is to begin with.
Consequently, most people have a very limited perception and conception of
the money phenomenon, such as:
They think there is a limited supply of money in the world, which stems
from their false belief in scarcity and lack.
And so they think that because other people are making lots of money,
there’s less money to go round for them…
But here’s the truth:
There cannot be a lack of money. Money is unlimited. So anyone, including
you, can become rich. And it is hardly a complex task to demonstrate this.
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For this reason, I want to tell you a bit about the true nature of money, and I’ll
demonstrate that it’s absolutely impossible that the supply of money in the
world is limited. <‐‐ Plus I’ll tell you how to make big buckaroo easily on the
Internet...
Put differently, there cannot be a lack of money, and there is no other
possibility than the supply of money being infinite.

** And that means that there’s plenty for you to become filthy rich,
as long as you know about the right approaches to take and believe
that there’s plenty for you to grab (and for anyone else for that
matter), in order to become as rich as you want. **
I’m telling you, it’s crucially important that you discover the true nature of
money. After all, in order to bring about the changes in your life that you’re
after (i.e. become a lot richer), you first need to open your mind to greater
possibility (i.e. knowing that you can become filthy rich!).
Because if you think and feel that there’s not enough money for every single
person to become filthy rich, then you’re all wrong, my friend. Anyone can
become rich... and I mean everyone (yes, every single person)… simultaneously.
Hard to believe?
Well let me tell you what money really is then…
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What is money anyway?
In order to come to good grips with the concept of money, you would be wise
to scrutinize the origins of the money system or ‘money game’ that we are
currently playing.
** What I’m going to describe for you here is a shortened version of the way
the modern money system came about and still functions today. **
The premises of this system stem from the ancient world of thousands of years
ago, among which the ancient Babylonia and later in ancient Egypt and ancient
Greece and Rome. These premises were transferred to medieval times, which is
when the real foundation of ‘modern banking’ was laid.
In simplified terms, people in those times deposited their gold and silver with
goldsmiths and in other places where it could be kept safe. In exchange, these
people got a piece of paper, a certificate if you will, as proof of their deposit,
stating the amount of the deposit.
Put differently: this paper represented the value of the gold and silver that
was deposited by these people.
As more and more people went about depositing their gold and silver, the
‘safekeepers’ realized that the gold and silver was there practically all the time.
People did not ‘withdraw’ their gold deposits very often. So the ‘safekeepers’
discovered that they could issue more of those papers that represented the
gold.
In fact, since they knew that people would not come and pick up their gold,
they could actually issue out papers representing more value than the value of
the amount of gold and silver that was deposited to begin with!
Take note that that’s like saying that if I have $10, I can lend much more than
$10!

Let me clarify this more... Think this over, because this
is important!
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Let’s say 100 people deposit their gold at some goldsmith. Each of these 100
people deposits gold for a weight amount of 2 pounds. So in exchange for
their deposit of 2 pounds of gold, all these people got their paper certificate
representing this value. In the meantime, in total there was now a deposit of
100 x 2 lbs. = 200 lbs. of gold with the goldsmith.
Most people who deposited their gold were happy with this situation. They
had their certificate, so they knew they could pick up their gold anytime they
needed it. They thought they might as well leave the gold there. After all,
why give yourself a hard time carrying the gold with you all the time? It’s
safe over there, so everything’s fine.
And for example, when they would go buying something, like a horse, they
wouldn’t necessarily have to give the horse salesman gold. They could just
give him the paper certificate that represented the value of the gold.
The salesman could then go to the gold deposit (‘bank’) and cash the
certificate to acquire the amount of gold it represented. But he could also just
keep the certificate to pass it on to another person when he would buy
something from that person. Much easier way of exchange, right?
After all, why go through all the trouble withdrawing the gold and then give
it to the sales person, who would then probably deposit it anyway in
exchange for another certificate And that’s what that person would think too.
** Why would you carry around all the gold? You could pick it up
anytime you needed it by turning in the paper certificate! And when you
wanted to buy something, a cow for instance, and the cow cost 2 pounds
of gold, why would you go pick up the gold first? **
You could just give the paper certificate representing 2 pounds of gold to
the farmer who sold the cow, and then the farmer could go pick up the gold
himself.
But of course, the farmer in turn would just go about exchanging his paper
certificate as well, because that was much easier than picking up and
carrying the gold every time.
Similarly, at market fairs, there were ‘money changers’ who basically did the
same thing. They collected gold and silver coins from people, and gave them
documents (paper certificates) that could be cashed for gold and silver coins
at other fairs.
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However, it was much easier to just exchange the paper certificates than to
first cash in the papers, pick up the coins and then give them to someone else
that would then deposit their coins anyway and exchange them for paper
certificates themselves.

** So, the point is that the majority of the gold or coins
were never withdrawn! They just kept lying there with the
‘safekeepers’, such as goldsmiths and money changers. **
Consequently, after a while the ‘safekeepers’ realized that they could set
up a scheme to provide against a rainy day, if not much more than that.
Here’s what they came up with:
For example, they had 200 lbs. of gold deposited from the 100 people that
each deposited 2 pounds of gold. But 90 out of those 100 people would never
come and pick up their gold.
They just went by exchanging their paper certificates, because they
considered that to be much more convenient. The other 10 people sometimes
withdrew their gold, probably because they liked to touch it or for some other
reason.

But here’s the kicker of the scheme these ‘safekeepers’
came up with:
Because what does this all mean?
It means that for most of the time, the gold of those 90 people that never
picked it up was just lying there. It wasn’t withdrawn, not once.
This means that for most of the time, 90 x 2 lbs. = 180 lbs. of gold was just
lying there, and nothing happened with it. The other mere 20 lbs. of gold
were withdrawn now and then, but that was only a minor proportion of the
total amount of gold.
So because those 180 lbs. of gold were just lying there, the ‘safekeepers’
realized that they might as well give out more of those paper certificates to
people who were in need of gold but were short on it. Basically, these
‘people in need’ would borrow a certain amount of ‘gold value’ in the form
of paper certificates (not the gold itself).
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They could then pay whatever they intended to buy with their certificate, and
the salesman could then come and pick up the amount of gold that was
specified on the paper when he would need it himself.
(But again, he probably wouldn’t, since the paper exchange was much more
convenient. And in case a person would decide to withdraw some gold, there
would always be more than enough there, because most people would never
ever come to withdraw their gold anyway.)
And in addition, in exchange for allowing those people to borrow a paper
certificate that represented a certain gold value, the ‘safekeepers’ would
charge interest on the ‘loan’, which meant that eventually they would end up
with even more gold than they had in the first place. Or if the person couldn’t
repay his debt, they would be repaid with other material stuff that they would
simply take over from them to compensate for the debt + interest.
So what these ‘safekeepers’ discovered, was that for every pound of gold
they had lying there deposited, they could issue paper certificates for
about 10 times the value of the gold lying there.
After all, few people would ever come to pick up their gold. So there was
always much more gold than they ever needed to provide for the withdrawals
of those few persons that did come to collect their gold. And so after
providing for such withdrawals, there would still be more than enough gold
lying there.
And moreover, by playing their scheme of charging interest on the ‘value’
they lent out, they would be able to provide against a rainy day by ending
up with even more gold or material stuff than they had to begin with.
Now if I have $10, then I can lend you $10. But what these people
discovered, is that basically for every $10 dollars in gold they had, they
could issue paper certificates representing a value of $100 of gold. In other
words, they would issue loans of which the total value would exceed their
gold reserves by far. They could lend much more than they had!

This principle still counts in modern times. It is called
‘fractional reserve banking’. But the modern ‘money game’ has
taken fractional reserve banking to an entirely new level, which
I’ll be telling you about in the next chapter...
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The important thing to pick up from this is that the paper certificates
represent what we call ‘money’. In addition, what’s important, is that these
paper certificates had no inherent value!
After all, they were just pieces of paper. How would you estimate the value of a
piece of paper? You would probably be hard‐pressed merely giving a dime for
it.
So it’s not about the paper. It is about the value that these pieces of paper
represent. In other words, it is about the belief and confidence that people
like you and me had in what those pieces of papers represented!
Above all, what’s even more important to realize is that these ‘safekeepers’
issued loans for much more value than what they had in their possession. As
explained, they issued loans that would exceed the total value of their gold
reserves by far if you added them up together!
But still, the people would believe in the value of those paper certificates,
because they thought that by turning them in, they could collect the amount of
gold these papers represented and thus acquire the material that they valued
(the gold).
But in case every single person would go turn in their paper certificates to
collect their gold, the gold reserves deposited would not be sufficient by far to
cover all the withdrawal requests!
This was simply because all paper certificates that were in circulation added up
to a much greater value than the total amount of gold that was supposed to
back them up. Too many loans were issued for that.
However, because those ‘safekeepers’ realized that that it would never happen
that all people would come to ‘cash’ all the paper certificates in circulation at
the same time, they were able to put this scheme in practice and get away with
it.
So basically, although most of these paper certificates that were in circulation
were not backed up by gold reserves because there simply was not enough
gold to back up all the paper certificates that had been issued, these
‘safekeepers’ could go on and on issuing paper certificates for loans.
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** These paper certificates are what we call ‘money’. **
So in other words, what these ‘safekeepers’ did, was to create money out of
thin air by simply writing out a paper certificate that could not be physically
backed up by gold.
They created money out of thin air and played a confidence trick. And that’s
what money became… Our confidence or belief in the value of something that
is not there in ‘physical’ reality.
Did you ever realize that?
But it doesn’t even end here, my friend… There is even more to this story…
Let’s move on!
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What money really is
‘Fractional reserve banking’, as explained in the previous chapter, has been
taken to an entirely new level in our modern days.
First of all, the whole phenomenon of the ‘money game’ has become much
more widespread over the years. In other words, much more ‘money’ has come
in circulation, as the whole world started playing the game and as the
population grew.
This means that generally speaking, many more loans have been issued,
exceeding the value of the gold in existence to even greater extents than in the
days that the scheme began, simply because of the scale increase.
** But in addition to that, the whole concept of ‘money’ has become much
more ‘virtual’, and is still becoming increasingly ‘virtual’ today. **
Today, we’re often not even paying for things with ‘money’ anymore. We’re
paying for things with ‘virtual credits’ like in computer games. We have
financial transactions that take place fully electronically. There is less and less
‘physical money’ involved.
So what’s happening, is that we’re increasingly transferring credits that we
cannot touch physically, which represent ‘money’ that has no inherent value
other than the value of the pieces of paper and pieces of metal (coins), which
actually represents something that doesn’t really exist in ‘physical reality’ to
begin with!
Is this crazy, or what?
For example, people go to the bank for a loan, or a mortgage, or for things
alike. But when the loan is granted, the bank doesn’t print a single new bank
note. Not a single new coin is struck.
Instead, the bank types in a number on a computer. Let’s say you’re granted
a loan for $10.000,-. The bank simply types in a number of 10.000 credits,
which suddenly appear on your bank account. Not a single bank note has
been printed, nor has a single coin been struck.
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10.000 new ‘virtual credits’ (dollars) have just come in circulation.
10.000 new ‘virtual credits’ (dollars) have just been created out of thin
air.
The bank lent you something it didn’t have in the first place. This is the
way in which the total amount of money in circulation represents a value
that is much greater than the amount of gold that is supposed to back it
up.
All money is created out of thin air!

How about that? Did you ever realize that?
Now what does this all mean?
It means that ‘money’ itself is not real in the general sense that we interpret
the meaning of ‘real’. What we call ‘money’ is nothing but our belief in the
value that it represents.
Even when we talk about gold, the material that is supposed to back up all the
money in circulation (which it does not manage to by far), why do we deem
gold to be valuable? Because it looks so nice? Who decided that gold has more
value than iron, for instance, or any other material for that matter?
You see, it’s strictly a matter of our belief in the value of something that does
the trick.
So let’s jump to the conclusion of this story (next page):
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Conclusions:
The whole financial world is one big farce.
Any recession or debt is a load of bull. There cannot be
debt, and there cannot be any recession, because money
is created out of thin air, and we’re all making up the
value of it in our minds (or we let ourselves be told about
the value of it by ‘experts’)!
And any ‘government’, ‘financial expert’, ‘economist’,
‘media character’, ‘president’ or some other self‐
proclaimed guru telling you otherwise is full of sh*t!
And so ANYONE, INCLUDING YOU, can become filthy rich
and become a virtual Scrooge McDuck, because there’s
an infinite supply of money that you can tap into! The
supply of money can’t be limited. How can it be? It’s
created out of thin air!
All you need to do is pull some tricks to actually get the
money.
Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise. Once again, the supply of money can only
be infinite, there cannot be any debt, there cannot be a recession, because
we’re making it all up. Money is created out of thin air, and is not backed up by
anything but our belief in the fact that it is.

** So what to believe now? And what to do? How do
you grab your share of the infinite supply? **
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Well, for starters, here’s what to believe:
You can do whatever you like and make all the money you want. No limits.
And that won’t do any harm to anyone, because the supply of money (a.k.a.
‘virtual credits’) is unlimited to begin with. No one will fall short if you grab
some more.
In fact, I would go as far as saying that the more people who realize that
money is created out of thin air… and start doing the work to make as much
money (‘virtual credits’) as possible and start ‘living the life’ accordingly…
the less ‘we the people’ as a global society will be manipulated into fear
and idiotic activities like waging war and accepting idiotic freedom‐
destroying measures.
Because we’ll know we’re making it all up anyway, so we might as well have
a good time by becoming filthy rich and ‘living the life’ accordingly.
And it’s about time we did! And the more money you and everyone else will
make, the more money will be spent at the same time… which means there will
be more money in circulation, and we’ll have an economic boom.
So actually, for the sake of society and humanity, it’s your responsibility to
start making as much money as you possibly can!!
I’m doing it already, but will you join me?
This is your call. Let’s save the world by making a lot of money now. It must
be done NOW!
This is your ‘Core Ultimatum’. So come on, and let’s make an avalanche of
those virtual credits (a.k.a. big buckaroo), and rock the world!

** My name is Jarod Hunter, and I’m here to show you how: **

→ Click Here To Make $$$ By The End Of TODAY! ←
P.S. If you feel someone else would benefit from reading this e‐book,
feel free to pass it on to anyone you think would like to read this.
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